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The Spark of Life

efficiency and engine performance, but the timing of that spark is everything. Unfortunately, it also represents a moving target. When the engine is starting, the ... 
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* BY ROBERT N. ROSSIER



N



ew technology is a double-edged sword. While applying technology may allow airplanes to fly higher, faster, and farther, the willingness to adopt new technology is often tempered by the prospects of ending up as an accident statistic due to some unforeseen, unexpected, or unknown flaw in the design. For many builders, this primal fear of the unknown lies at the root of their skepticism. But as new technologies mature, and early adopters create a track record of safety, many pilots find their own comfort level increases accordingly. ¶ Such is the case for electronic ignition systems for aircraft. The technology is mature in other industries, notably automotive, where the advantages have been known for decades. Finally, systems available for aircraft have generated their own track records that support the promises of their designers. Whether youʼre building your own aircraft, restoring one, or simply operating a production aircraft, it pays to take a close look at these systems, and see how they can improve your aircraftʼs performance.
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Electronic ignition systems can put the 48
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Depending on the demands of the moment, that timing may not be optimal. A traditional magneto also has limited spark energy, requiring the spark plug gap to be set to a relatively small value. The combination can translate to fouled plugs and hard starting, especially in cold weather.



* IGNITION BASICS The tried and true ignition system for piston-powered aircraft is the traditional magneto system. Since the magneto generates its own electrical energy, it is totally independent of the aircraft’s electrical system. By incorporating two independent magnetos, the likelihood of engine failure due to an ignition system failure is greatly reduced. However the magneto has some inherent shortcomings as well. The ignition system provides the spark of life when it comes to efficiency and engine performance, but the timing of that spark is everything. Unfortunately, it also represents a moving target. When the engine is starting, the spark must be delivered pretty much at top dead center (TDC) of the piston stroke. If the spark comes too early during start, the engine can kick back, taking out starters and ring gears as it goes. But as the rpm and power increase, that all changes. The spark must come earlier so the fuel/air mixture has enough time to burn, and can start driving the piston through its power stroke as the combustion products expand and cool. One drawback to the traditional magneto is that it generally has a timing advance that is set by a mechanic. Having the advance set means that the engine is operating at peak efficiency only for a narrow band of rpm and manifold pressure— usually full power, since takeoff performance is critical. Depending on the demands of 50
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the moment, that timing may not be optimal. A traditional magneto also has limited spark energy, requiring the spark plug gap to be set to a relatively small value. The combination can translate to fouled plugs and hard starting, especially in cold weather. Another problem for a mechanical magneto system is that there is less energy produced during engine start, because the magneto is spinning slowly. To remedy that problem, an impulse coupling is typically used. Like a pitcher winding up on the mound, the impulse coupling allows the magneto to wind up and then spin more quickly, throwing a higher voltage spark for starting. In many aircraft, only one magneto will have an impulse coupling, and thus only one magneto is used during start. The other realm in which traditional ignitions systems have problems is at high altitude. The resistance of the spark plugs increases with cylinder pressure, so the cylinder that’s completing its compression stroke and is ready to fire has the greatest resistance. At lower altitudes, the air inside the distributor acts as an insulator, so the electricity still flows to the appropriate ignition lead despite the higher resistance of the plugs in that cylinder. As ambient pressure falls, that insulation is reduced, and sparks can jump around the inside of the distributor, causing a misfire. The effect is greater for higher compression engines because the spark plug resistance is even higher. Pressurizing the distributor is



one way to overcome the problem, but shifting to electronic ignition systems that eliminate the distributor is another.



ELECTRONIC IGNITION Electronic ignition is really a catchall name encompassing a variety of systems that utilize electronics rather than traditional mechanical means to control ignition. All offer distinct performance advantages over traditional magneto systems by optimizing the timing advance over a wide range of operating conditions. As a result, electronic ignitions typically improve horsepower by roughly 5 to 10 percent, and reduce fuel consumption by as much as 15 percent for the same power. These savings alone make a strong case for application in virtually any aircraft design. In addition, electronic ignitions deliver vastly greater energy to the spark, allowing much larger spark plug gaps to deliver a blinding hot spark for easier starting and more and complete combustion of the fuel/air mixture. In addition, since the advance is controlled electronically, both independent ignition systems can operate during the start, improving the starting performance over that achieved with a single impulse-coupled mechanical magneto. As you might expect, electronic ignition isn’t without shortcomings of its own, the most notable of which is the fact that it requires electrical
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energy to operate. Take away the electricity, and the system shuts down. Naturally, manufacturers have found ways to provide electronic ignitions with the redundancy required for aviation application. In general, electronic ignition systems fall into two categories: inductive systems and capacitor discharge systems. With inductive systems, voltage is applied to the primary winding of a coil. When this voltage is removed, a collapsing magnetic ﬁeld generates a current in the secondary winding of the coil. The ratio of windings between the primary and secondary windings translates to a proportional increase in the voltage. Thus, a very high voltage can be “induced” using a relatively low voltage power source. In a capacitor discharge system, the electrical energy is stored in a capacitor. When the capacitor is discharged, the current can also be applied to a coil to increase the voltage. However, the advantage of the capacitor is that it can discharge very rapidly, generating a powerful “burst” of electrical energy. Other differences in ignition system architecture are perhaps more important. For example, some systems incorporate microprocessors, while others use discrete logic systems considered less susceptible to voltage spikes. The particulars of the programming for determining the proper spark advance are also important, as the variables in the ignition and combustion process are many and complicated. Finally,



the means by which the timing of that ignition is determined is also important, as it needs to be accurate at engine start and at every point along the idle to max power continuum. Where the real differences come in various manufacturers’ electronic ignition systems is in the means by which they address the issues of redundancy and electrical power loss, as well as differences in such factors as weight, cost, robustness, maintenance and repair, and of course, FAA certiﬁcation. A variety of electronic ignition systems are available on the market today, ranging from mass-produced automotive designs to highly sophisticated aviation-speciﬁc ignition systems. We took a look at three of the most popular systems to see how they work, and to compare the philosophies employed in their designs.



UNISON LASAR SYSTEM The LASAR (limited authority spark advance regulator) is a microprocessorbased engine control system developed by Unison Industries of Jacksonville, Florida. The LASAR system consists of three primary components. First is the electronic control module—a roughly paperback-sized box that mounts to the ﬁrewall or other available real estate under the cowl. Next is a replacement for the standard wiring harness. Finally, the guts of the system is the bolt-on replacement for the standard mechanical magneto. The LASAR system monitors engine speed, EAA Sport Aviation
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Unison’s solution to reliability and electrical power backup is to incorporate an integral mechanical magneto that automatically takes over if electrical power is lost or if the microprocessor detects a system fault.



manifold pressure, and (optionally) cylinder head temperature to determine the proper ignition timing and spark energy for optimum power. Spark timing is triggered using a “Hall effect” (magnetic) sensor inside the magneto assembly. Unison’s solution to reliability and electrical power backup is to incorporate an integral mechanical magneto that automatically takes over if electrical power is lost or if the microprocessor detects a system fault. As Unison Piston Products Support Engineer Steve Carter explains, “If the system sees the voltage drop below 6 volts, it automatically defaults to backup magneto operation to protect the internal circuitry.” It’s difﬁcult to argue with having mechanical backup magnetos, especially considering that they require only an external inspection, and need to be overhauled only at engine TBO. Unlike other electronic ignition systems, the Unison LASAR system is FAA-PMA approved for a variety of Textron-Lycoming four- and sixcylinder engines (all except the Dseries with the dual magneto drives), meaning it can be installed on production aircraft equipped with these powerplants. The LASAR system is not certiﬁcated for Continental engines, and it doesn’t appear Unison will pursue such certiﬁcation.



E-MAG AND P-MAG Similar to the LASAR system is the E-Mag (electronic magneto). This is also a bolt-on replacement for the magneto, but rather than having the 52
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electronics in a separate box mounted on the ﬁrewall or elsewhere, the E-Mag is a self-contained package that includes the coil, sensor, and electronics. The only additional items are the replacement ignition harness, a manifold pressure sensor line (optional), and a 12-volt lead to power the system. As E-Mag’s chief designer and coowner Tom Carlson explains, the EMag design started from a clean slate with the intent of overcoming the problems speciﬁc to aircraft engine operations. “Aircraft engines have some very speciﬁc problems and needs, and we designed the E-Mag to address them. We also did our development with an eye toward eventual FAA certiﬁcation.” The E-Mag is a microprocessorcontrolled inductive ignition system designed with a high degree of ﬂexibility. It can be operated in any of four modes, depending on the particular application. The ﬁrst is a “mag mode” that emulates a conservative spark advance similar to a traditional magneto, but with the advantages of hotter spark and improved starting. The second mode varies the spark advance with rpm only, and thus doesn’t require a manifold pressure sensor input. This mode might be used for a relatively simple aircraft with a ﬁxed-pitch prop. The third mode adds the manifold pressure data to the control scheme, allowing greater spark advance to achieve optimal performance. The last mode applies a different spark advance curve to accommodate high compression engines or those using autogas.



One feature that sets E-Mag apart from other designs is that the timing of the spark is controlled with an optical sensor. Most electronic ignition systems use a Hall effect sensor to trigger the process. Once



The E-Mag is a bolt-on replacement for the magneto that includes all of the electronics in a single package. Although the FAA currently allows them to be installed on certificated aircraft only with field approval, the company plans to undertake certification.



the trigger is sensed, the initiation of the spark is delayed based on the rpm to achieve the desired spark advance. “Where this can be a problem is in the startup,” Carlson says. “Unlike
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an automotive engine that turns relatively smoothly even during startup, an aircraft engine can be very jerky when it’s starting, so waiting a predetermined time after the trigger to initiate the spark might not be precise enough. If the crankshaft rotation slows, the ignition could ﬁre before the piston reaches TDC, causing the engine to kick back. With the optical crank position sensor, we don’t have to rely on timing for the spark advance. We know the precise position of the piston relative to TDC.” The folks at E-Mag also took an innovative approach to solving the electrical power supply problem by designing a self-powered model, called the P-Mag. This ignition system incorporates a permanent magnet alternator that will power the P-Mag once the engine is running, thus eliminating the need for a dedicated battery or traditional magneto backup. “There are no points, distributors, or breakers,” Carlson says, “and since we use an optical sensor for crank position, the only wear point is the shaft seal, which we recommend be inspected every 500 hours.” At this time, neither the E-Mag nor the P-Mag is FAA-approved, so using these on a certiﬁcated aircraft would require a ﬁeld approval. However, Carlson says the company plans to initiate the FAA certiﬁcation process soon.



LSE PLASMA IGNITION Unlike other electronic ignition systems, Light Speed Engineering’s
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'The plasma ignition systems use very little power to begin with and can operate at lower voltage than virtually anything else in the aircraft. Once the voltage drops to 10.5 to 10 volts, everything else electric quits working. But our ignition system can operate at voltages as low as 5 volts with perfect accuracy," Savier says. plasma ignition system is a capacitor discharge ignition (GDI) system. Where an inductive system stores electrical energy in a coil, a GDI system stores the electrical energy in a capacitor. When the spark is required, the capacitor is rapidly discharged through a coil, which acts as a transformer to increase the voltage. One advantage of this system is that the rapid rate of discharge also translates to accurate timing of the spark. Also, since the coil is not used to store electrical energy, it can be relatively small. As LSE's Klaus Savier notes, "Our ignition system is the lightest weight system available." A couple features distinguish the LSE plasma ignition system from others, including options for triggering the system. Plasma can be triggered by small magnets in the flywheel, creating a true "no moving parts" system. On four-cylinder engines, a Hall effect module mounted at the accessory case in place of the magneto can trigger the ignition. The other feature unique to the LSE plasma system is the fact that it is not microprocessor-controlled. " Instead of a microprocessor that has lower reliability and can be very sensitive to static discharges and lightning," Savier says, "our system incorporates discrete logic, meaning there is no memory or look-up tables." When it comes to dependence on the aircraft electrical system, LSE has a couple of approaches. First, for those aircraft using single alternators and dual plasma ignitions, a small backup battery can be installed to 54
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power one system. Other builders opt to outfit their aircraft with one electronic ignition system and a traditional magneto. But for those aircraft designs that incorporate electric start, there's power available from the battery to keep the ignition system firing if the alternator goes south. "The plasma ignition systems use very little The Light Speed Engineering Plasma III features a box of power to begin with and electronics, a Hall effect module that fits in place of the standard magneto, and a direct crank sensor that can be can operate at lower voltage used on all four- and six-cylinder engines. than virtually anything else in the aircraft. Once the voltage drops to 10.5 to 10 volts, everything else electric quits working. But our ignition system can operate at voltages as low as 5 volts with perfect accuracy," Savier says. "Even E-Mag and P-Mag a 17 amp-hour battery, operating E-MAG Electronic Ignition with a 1-amp draw for our electronic 649 Boling Ranch Road ignition, will take about five hours Azle, TX 76020 to drop from 10 volts down to 5, so 817/448-0555 you've got plenty of warning that www. emagair. com trouble is on the way." Plasma GDI Systems In most aircraft, the fuel will Light Speed Engineering run out before a low battery will 416 E. Santa Maria Street, Hangar #15 compromise the electronic ignition. P.O. Box 549 Without a doubt, there are Santa Paula, CA 93061-0549 differences in the electronic ignition 805/933-3299 systems available in today's market, www.lightspeedengineering.com and the optimum system depends on the particular application and LASAR System designer preferences. But one thing Unison Industries LLC is certain: once we get past the "fear 7575 Baymeadows Way Jacksonville, FL 32256 of the unknown," we find there's a 904/739-4000 much better way to fire the engine www.iinisonindustries.coni than the traditional, tried and true magneto system. «S>
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